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The User Experience Team of OneRosenfeld Media, 2013

	There are some things you should never do at the same time: Move.

	Have a baby. Adopt a puppy. Change jobs. Leah did all of this

	while also writing this book.





	And while anyone who knows Leah shouldn’t be surprised by her ability

	to pull all of this off, this speaks to a tenacity shared by those who find...
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Using Your Web Skills To Make Money: Secrets of a Successful Online Course Creator and Other Income Strategies that Really WorkApress, 2018

	
		Discover what you need to learn to thrive and master online course creation and other income generating strategies that really work. This short book is the story of what worked and what didn’t for author Azat Mardan, giving you the best tools and inspiration to achieve your monetary, career, creative, or contributorship...
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Web Information Systems and Technologies: International Conferences WEBIST 2005 and WEBIST 2006, Revised Selected PapersSpringer, 2007
This book contains the best papers from the first two instances of the International Conference on Web Information Systems and Technologies (WEBIST 2005 and 2006), organized by the Institute for Systems and Technologies of Information, Control and Communication (INSTICC) in collaboration with the OMG (Object Management Group), held in Miami (USA)...
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Parallel Programming in OpenMPMorgan Kaufmann, 2000
"This book will provide a valuable resource for the OpenMP community."

- Timothy G. Mattson, Intel Corporation


"This book has an important role to play in the HPC community-both for introducing practicing professionals to OpenMP and for educating students and professionals about parallel programming. I'm happy...
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Learning VaadinPackt Publishing, 2011

	Having a command of the Vaadin framework means your Java web applications will look and perform brilliantly. Learn how with this all-inclusive, step-by-step tutorial to mastering Rich Internet Application development.


	Overview

	
		Discover the Vaadin framework in a progressive and structured...
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Money and Happiness : A Guide to Living the Good LifeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Praise for Money & Happiness
"Laura Rowley makes us all understand the money-happiness connection in our own lives so that we spend our time and our efforts wisely. She gets to the heart of why money can bring feelings of stress, joy, and freedom, and Rowley offers insight that every reader can use to make smarter decisions that will...
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Conversion Optimization: The Art and Science of Converting Prospects to CustomersO'Reilly, 2010

	How do you turn website visitors into customers?

	Conversion Optimization offers practical advice on how to persuade visitors to make a buying decision -- without driving them away through data overload or tedious navigation. You'll learn how to use marketing principles, design, usability, and analytics on your site to...
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It's All in Your Head: Thinking Your Way to HappinessHarper Perennial, 2007

	Here are the simple truths that motivate people of any age to find and accept lasting happiness, illustrated with the stories of real people, and illuminated with the observations of spiritual leaders and great philosophers.


	For more than three decades, attorney, financial consultant, and life coach Stephen M. Pollan has been...
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Carpal Tunnel SyndromeSpringer, 2006

	Carpal tunnel syndrome is the most common hand problem, affecting as much as

	5% of the adult population; yet in the large majority of cases, the condition is idiopathic.

	While surgical treatment often results in improvement, residual loss of function

	and some persistence of symptoms are common. Clinicians still disagree as to...
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BizTalk 2010 Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach (Expert's Voice in BizTalk)Apress, 2010

	By the time you’re reading this in a bookstore, BizTalk will have celebrated its tenth birthday. Over the past decade, there have been seven releases of Microsoft’s enterprise integration server, and it has become the most broadly deployed integration middleware technology in the industry, with over 10,000 customers worldwide....
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iOS 5 in the Enterprise (Develop and Design)Peachpit Press, 2011

	 


	Those of you who have to deal with more than a handful of iPhones, iPads, or iPod

	Touches already know why you manage iOS devices. For everyone else, “manage”

	is not a short way to say “impose draconian control.” Managing devices on your

	network, including iOS devices,...
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Beginning ASP.NET 4.5: in C# and VBWrox Press, 2012


	TO BUILD EFFECTIVE AND ATTRACTIVE database-driven websites, you need two things: a solid and fast framework to run your web pages on and a rich and extensive environment to create and pro- gram these web pages. With ASP.NET 4.5 and Visual Studio 2012 you get both. Together they form the platform to create dynamic and interactive websites.
...
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